were properly digested by the whole. Antique or modern sculpture,
paintings, pottery, might well enough become objectives in the architec-
tural scheme. And I accepted them, aimed at them often but assimilated
them. Such precious things may often take their places as elements in the
design of any house, be gracious and good to live with. But such assimila-
tion is extraordinarily difficult. Better in general to design all as integral
features.
I tried to make my clients see that furniture and furnishings that were
not built in as integral features of the building should be designed as
attributes of whatever furniture was built in and should be seen as a minor
part of the building itself even if detached or kept aside to be employed
only on occasion*
But when the building itself was finished the old furniture they already
possessed usually went in with the clients to await the time when the
interior might be completed in this sense. Very few of the houses, there-
fore, were anything but painful to me after the clients brought in their
belongings.
Soon I found it difficult, anyway, to make some of the furniture in the
abstract. That is, to design it as architecture and make it human at the
same time—fit for human use. I have been black and blue in some spot,
somewhere, almost all my life from too intimate contact with my own
early furniture.
Human beings must group, sit or recline, confound them, and they
must dine—but dining is much easier to manage and always a great
artistic opportunity. Arrangements for the informality of sitting in com-
fort singly or in groups still belonging in disarray to the scheme as a
whole: that is a matter difficult to accomplish. But it can be done now and
should be done, because only those attributes of human comfort and con-
venience should be in order which belong to the whole in this modern
integrated sense.
Human use and comfort should not be taxed to pay dividends on any
designer's idiosyncrasy. Human use and comfort should have intimate
possession of every interior—should be felt in every exterior. Decoration
is intended to make use more charming and comfort more appropriate,
or else privilege has been abused.
As these ideals worked away from house to house, finally freedom of
floor space and elimination of useless heights worked a miracle in the
new dwelling place. A sense of appropriate freedom had changed its whole
aspect. The whole became different but more fit for human habitation
and more natural on its site. It was impossible to imagine a house once
built on these principles somewhere else. An entirely new sense of space-
values in architecture came home. It now appears these new values came
into the architecture of the world. New sense of repose in quiet stream-
line effects had arrived. The streamline and the plain surface seen as the
flat plane had then and there, some thirty-seven years ago, found their
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